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COMMON CHARACTERISTICS 
OF SCHOOL AGE DISORDERS 

•AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
•ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 

Disorder)
•BEHAVIORAL ISSUES

•SIGHT / HEARING / MOVING 
DISORDERS



AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurological 
and developmental disorder that begins early in 
childhood and lasts throughout a person's life. 
The child may often also suffer from:

•Mental impairment ( 40-70%)
•Hyperactivity
•Obsessive compulsive disorder
•Emotional difficulties
•Self-harm behavior
•Tics
•Boys are affected 5 times more than girls



• ASPERGER SYNDROME

• PERVASIVE DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISORDER-NOT OTHERWISE 

SPECIFIED (“ATYPICAL” 
AUTISM)

• AUTISTIC DISORDER 
(“CLASSIC” AUTISM)

Types of Autism Spectrum 
Disorder (in order of severity of 

symptoms)



People with Asperger syndrome usually have some milder 
symptoms of autistic disorder.
They might have social challenges and unusual behaviors and 
interests.
They typically do not have problems with language or 
intellectual disability
They can easily follow the curriculum of a mainstream school
They need and respond well to constant psychological help and 
support and possibly medication when needed
They talk only about themselves and their interests
They have a hard time making friends
They speak in unusual ways or with an odd voice tone
They are clumsy or awkward
They have rituals that refuse to change
They have a hard time understanding body language
They want to be alone; or want to interact but not know how
They have an average or above average IQ

Asperger Syndrome



Pervasive Developmental Disorder 
– Not Otherwise
Specified

Studies suggest that persons with PDD-NOS belong to one of three very different 
subgroups:

A high-functioning group (around 25%) whose symptoms largely overlap with 
that of Asperger syndrome, but who differ in terms of having a lag in language 
development and/or mild cognitive impairment.

A group (around 25%) whose symptoms more closely resemble those of autism 
spectrum disorder, but do not fully meet all its diagnostic signs and symptoms

The biggest group (around 50%) consists of those who meet all the diagnostic 
criteria for autism spectrum disorder, but whose stereotypic and repetitive 
behaviors are noticeably mild



This is what most people think of when hearing the 
word "autism"

People with autistic disorder usually have 
significant language delays
social and communication challenges
unusual behaviors and interests

Many people with autistic disorder also have 
intellectual disability

Autistic Disorder



Avoid eye contact and want to be alone
Have trouble understanding other people's feelings or talking about their 
own feelings
Have delayed speech and language skills
Repeat words or phrases over and over (echolalia)
Give unrelated answers to questions
Get upset by minor changes/have trouble adapting when a routine 
changes
Have obsessive interests
Flap their hands, rock their body, or spin in circles
Have unusual reactions to the way things sound, smell, taste, look, or feel
Prefer not to be held or cuddled
Appear to be unaware when other people talk to them but respond to 
other sounds
Be very interested in people but not know how to talk, play or relate to 
them
Lose skills they once had (ex. Stop saying words that they were using)

A person with an ASD might: 



A.D.H.D.
(Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder)

5-11% of school age children will be affected by ADHD

3 Types of ADHD:
1. ADHD, Predominantly Hyperactive-Impulsive 

Presentation:
a. symptoms of hyperactivity 
b. feel the need to move constantly
c. struggle with impulse control

2. ADHD, Predominantly Inattentive Presentation:
a. difficulty  in paying attention 
b. easily distracted but don’t have issues with impulsivity or 

hyperactivity. 

3. ADHD, Combined Presentation: This is the most 
common type of ADHD. Kids who have it show all of the 
symptoms described above.



INATTENTION 

IMPULSIVITY

HYPERACTIVITY

Symptoms of ADHD fall into three 

categories: 



•Forgets things, seems “daydreamy” or confused 
and appears to not be listening

•Finds it hard to concentrate and jumps quickly from 
one activity to another

•Gets bored with an activity unless it’s very enjoyable
•Struggles to get organized and finish tasks

•Has difficulty learning new things and following 
directions

•Is smart but doesn’t understand or “get” things you 
expect him to or that his peers grasp easily

Signs of Inattention



Signs of Impulsivity
•Is impatient and has trouble waiting for a 
turn

•Blurts out inappropriate things 
and interrupts people

•Overreacts to feelings and 
emotional situations

•Doesn’t understand the consequences of 
his actions



•Talks almost constantly

•Moves nonstop even when 
sitting down

•Moves from place to place quickly and frequently

•Fidgets and has to pick up everything and play 
with it

•Has trouble sitting still for meals and other quiet 
activities

Signs of Hyperactivity



Children with ADHD may also suffer from:

Dyslexia,  Dyscalculia,  Dysgraphia

Anxiety disorders

Speech disorders,  Coordination/Motor 
skills disorders

Tourette syndrome (tics)

Emotional disorders ( ex. Child depression 
12-50%)

Bipolar disorder



Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD)
•sudden anger
•negativity
•blaming others for their mistakes
•constant lying
•easily angered 

Disruptive Behavior Disorder
• aggression on animals and humans
• property destruction ex. Arsons
• theft or fraud
• regular breaking of rules ex. at 

school, at home



BEHAVIORAL ISSUES

Common type that is found in the classroom:

• He often gets up from his seat
• He laughs, talks back, swears and calls names
• He annoys his fellow pupils
• He is involved in fights
• He ignores his teacher
• He protests
• He overly disagrees
• He steals
• He destroys school property
• He doesn’t comply with classroom rules
• He expresses intense anger
• He is excluded from other children’s activities
• He doesn’t respond to his teacher corrections
• He doesn’t complete his homework or other assignments



Down Syndrome students and their 
school placement



•Trisomy 21: the most common genetic chromosomal disorder 
(there are 3 chromosome 21 instead of the normal 2) (1 infant in 
every 600-1.000 births)
•Life expectancy nowadays is 60-65 years
•Parents from all social/educational levels, all ethnic groups, all 
ages
•Chances increase with maternal age, even more after 35 years 
BUT most babies with Down Syndrome are born to mothers under 
35
•Cannot be prevented, nor can it be cured (in many cases it can be 
diagnosed early during the pregnancy)
•Neurocognitive deficits associated with Down Syndrome: 

•Communication impairments
•Language impairments
•Memory impairments
•Other issues like difficult social and behavior development
•Health problems

Facts about Down Syndrome



MAINSTREAM EDUCATION 

OR

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Which type of school? 



PROS:
 More diverse group of friends
 Better social lives
 Better social independence skills for living in society
 More involvement in school
 Improvement in their speech, language, behavior and social 

development
 Positive effect on his peers/schoolmates

CONS:
• Low student-teacher ratio means that they are missing out on 

special attention
• Ridicule, judgment, bullying, lack of acceptance
• Untrained teaching staff
• Inadequate environment for severe mental impairment
• There will always be a need for a Learning Support Assistant 

inside the classroom

Mainstream Education



PROS:
 Higher scores for daily life skills and socialization skills
 Higher scores on interpersonal relationships with other students
 More opportunities to develop friendships with children with similar 

abilities and interests
 Extra support (phycologist, speech therapist, ergo therapist etc.)
 Parents don’t worry about supplemental material or lack of support or 

self-esteem issues
 Students are more likely to have a girlfriend/boyfriend, best friend 

and belong to clubs

CONS:
• Special schools limit the academic expectations
• Limited association with typically developed students for assisted 

language abilities and peer models
• The schools are away from the children’s neighborhoods
• Limited preparation and interaction for the “real world”

Special Education



Kinetic Development - Writing

Current situation Long term goal
(1 academic year)

Short-term goals Duration of short-term goals

Student M. is having a hard 
time holding the pencil 
correctly and writing within 
the lines

To write words within the 
lines, in satisfactory size and 
with the correct direction of 
the letters

To draw geometric shapes 
(simple and complex)

1-2 weeks

To write single letters on the 
line, in the correct direction by 
gradually reducing their size

1-2 weeks

To write words and small 
sentences, in the correct 
direction (from left to right 
and from top to bottom)

1 month

Suggested activities for achieving the short-term goals

He can learn to  draw shapes and letters: • By using various tools (chalks, markers, finger paints)
• With the aid of rice paper
• By connecting dots
• By showing him the letter’s beginning
• Finally without any help



Linguistic Expression – Communication

Current situation Long term goal
(1 academic year)

Short-term goals Duration of short-term goals

• Student A. has great 
difficulty in 
communicating. He doesn’t 
engage into a dialog with 
his classmates and he 
usually doesn’t give well-
chosen/fit answers

• When he needs something, 
he often looks constantly at 
the teacher, who in turn 
asks him questions in order 
to understand his needs

To develop better linguistic
expression

To name objects 1-2 weeks

To name simple activities 1-2 weeks

To name more complex activities 1-2 weeks

To narrate simple stories with cards
To narrate simple stories without cards
To narrate complex stories with cards
To narrate complex stories without 
cards

1 month

To describe events of his life with the 
help of questions

1 month

To describe events of his life without 
the help of questions

1 month

To ask his classmates/teachers 
questions

1 month

To participate in a dialog 2 months

Suggested activities for achieving the short-term goals

• Activities with cards (objects, activities, stories)
• Question cards: Where? When? Who? Why? that the 

student uses to narrate

• Use of visual aids to enhance social transactions (like saying 
“Good morning” when he enters the classroom or saying 
“Could you help me?” when he needs help)

• Reward system for any acceptable behavior



Problematic Area: Behavior

Current situation of student:

• He finds it hard to stay focused for even small periods of time

• He is constantly getting off his seat

• He doesn’t listen to the teacher’s directives and guidance

• He doesn’t complete his assignments / activities



LONG TERM GOAL:

SHORT-TERM GOALS:
1.

2.

3.

4.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES:










LONG TERM GOAL:
To be able to complete an activity without leaving his seat

SHORT-TERM GOALS:
1. To remain seated for at least 10 minutes, 

without getting up, doing an activity that 
he enjoys

2. To remain seated for at least 10 minutes, 
without getting up, doing a simple exercise

3. To remain seated for 20 minutes (play:10 
min – exercise: 10 min)

4. To remain seated for at least 20 minutes 
doing exercises

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES:
• Support and reward with 

stickers
• Frequent breaks
• Use of hourglass to 

count/check time



The Greek legislation on Special 
Education



Law 2817/2000

CATEGORIES OF PUPILS WITH SPECIAL 

EDUCATION NEEDS (SEN)

 Pupils with intellectual disabilities

 Pupils with severe visual or hearing impairment

 Pupils with severe neurological or orthopedic 

impairment or severe health problems

 Pupils with speech and communication difficulties

 Pupils with special learning disabilities as 

dyslexia etc

 Pupils with severe cognitive, emotional and social 

difficulties, autism and developmental disorders



Law 2286/1999 
and

Law 2817/2000

People with disabilities have the right to a 

free diagnosis from 

 A Diagnostic Assessment and Support 

Center

 A Medical-Pedagogical Center

 A Public Hospital



Law 1434/1984 
and 

Ministerial Decree 
G4a/F224/2001

 Youngsters with disabilities receive public assistance 

after the ascertainment of their disabilities.

 Other decrees ensure the protection of people with 

disabilities, accessibility to public buildings, 

rehabilitation etc.

 The Greek Government adopts and implements the UN 

rules in terms of equal opportunities by all means

 The Greek Government implements the EU legislation, 

which refers to education, medical care, provision and 

vocational rehabilitation for people with disabilities



Ministerial 
Decree 

G6/102357/10.10.02

Parents have the right to choose the 

appropriate school for their child, 

providing that the diagnosis stage has 

taken place.

Therefore a set of services collaborates 

with parents, informing them about the 

most suitable education and the Individual 

Education Plan



Law 3699/2008

 “ A school for all”

 EU principles for inclusion and equal opportunities

 Mainstream classroom teachers must evaluate the need 

and seek assistance from the services of the Ministry of 

Education, in order to organize the pupil’s Individual 

Teaching Program

 SEN pupils can receive education in

 The mainstream classroom with a specialized teacher

 In a unit of inclusion for some hours per week, in parallel 

with the mainstream program

 In a special school when severe special needs co-exist 

and parents so wish, also in a school in a hospital or at 

home



Diagnostic and 
support services 

(KEDDY)

 Scientific evaluation of SEN

 Individual reports for every pupil with the 

participation of parents

 Annual evaluation of the KEDDY based on 

their annual report

 Assessment of a child’s SEN by a 

committee of 5 pedagogical experts + the 

parents

 Enhances the participation of parents

Law 3699/2008



Educational 
Services

 Early intervention in pre-primary education

 Validation and accreditation of certificates for all levels 

of special education and professional rights for 

vocational schools

 Extends the age limit of studies after the age of 22 and 

introduces lifelong learning programs 

 Determines concrete qualifications for teachers who are 

going to be employed in special education (a minimum 

of 400 hours of training in autism/sign language/Braille 

etc) 

 Gives the right to teacher with disabilities to work in 

special education (for a percentage of 20%)

 Facilitates the application of new individual and 

mainstream teaching programs

Law 3699/2008





Definition
Aims and Objectives
Benefits

Differentiated Instruction
Supportive Teaching Strategies
Reduced Stigma
Effective Use of Resources
High Expectations for All



DEFINITION
Inclusive Education is defined as a learning environment that promotes 
the full personal, academic and professional development of all learners 
irrespective of race, class, color, gender, disability, sexual preference, 
learning styles and language

It does NOT mean, 
“If you want to participate, 
conform to the 
cultural/social norm of the 
majority”

It means,
“Diversity is so vital that 
every person will have his 
needs met so that all have 
access to the same
opportunities to learn, play 
and live”



AIMS & OBJECTIVES 
OF INCLUSIVE EDUCATION

Education for all
Protection of rights
Identification of skills
Development of social consciousness
To prepare for new challenges
Development of brotherhood
To improve quality of education



5 BENEFITS OF INCLUSION 
CLASSROOMS

A T  A  G L A N C E :

G E N E R A L  E D U C A T I O N  T E A C H E R S  A N D S P E C I A L  
E D U C A T I O N  T E A C H E R S  W O R K  T O G E T H E R

A L L O W S  S P E C I A L  E D U C A T I O N  S T U D E N T S  T O  S T A Y  
I N  T H E  L E A S T  R E S T R I C T I V E  E N V I R O N M E N T

A L L  S T U D E N T S  B E N E F I T  F R O M  T H E  A D D I T I O N A L  
R E S O U R C E S  A N D  S U P P O R T I V E  T E C H N I Q U E S  U S E D



Benefit #1

Key teaching 
strategies:

Small groups or 

One-on-one sessions

Reciprocal learning

Continual 
assessment

Differentiated Instruction
4 areas where teachers can differentiate instruction:

 Content: Figuring out what a student needs to learn 
and which resources will help him do so

 Process: Activities that help students make sense of 
what they learn

 Projects: A way for students to “show what they know”

 Learning Environment: How the classroom “feels” 
and how the class works together

Tip: Learn all you can about teaching 
strategies and techniques that help 
struggling learners



WHEN IT DOESN’T WORK

1. IF A CLASS HAS 
TOO MANY 
STUDENTS

2. IF THE TEACHER 
ISN’T 
EXPERIENCED/ 
TRAINED FOR 
THIS APPROACH



Benefit #2

Key teaching strategies:

PBIS  = Positive 

Behavioral 

Interventions 

& 

Supports

www.pbis.org

Supportive Teaching Strategies

These strategies are 
helpful for all students 
– not only for students 
with learning and 
attention issues



Benefit #3

Key teaching strategy:

Inclusive 
Classroom

Diverse Learners

Reduced Stigma

Kids realize/talk that everyone learns 
their own way 

Kids find out that they have more in 
common with other kids  

Reducing stigma for kids with learning 
and attention issues

Kids build and maintain friendships



Benefit #4

Effective Use of Resources

Specialized Instruction is often brought 
in the classroom to provide support 
for all students ex. Speech therapists, 
Reading therapists etc.

Results:

 All students benefit

 The special education kid doesn’t get 
stigmatized

Key teaching 
strategies:

 Collaborative team 
teaching model 
(co-teaching)

 Special education 
teachers “push in” 
at specific times 
during the day to 
teach

 Both teachers are 
available for all 
students



What does Co-Teaching look like?

One Teach – One Observe One teacher leads the instruction while 
the other observes and gathers data to 
be reviewed after the lesson

One Teach – One Assist One teacher leads instruction while the 
other circulates the room and provides 
assistance to students as needed. This 
method should be used the least

Parallel Teaching Both teachers share the same content, 
but to a divided class. This allows for 
differentiation. The teachers should 
alternate the group they work with



What does Co-Teaching look like?

Team Teaching Both teachers share the delivery of the 
same content at the same time to the 
whole group. This is the most complex 
style and requires the most planning

Station Teaching Both teachers divide content and 
students. Students spend time with 
each teacher. A third station can be 
added for independent work

Alternative Teaching One teacher delivers instruction to the 
whole class while the other  works in 
small groups to provide pre-teaching 
and re-teaching, as needed





Benefit #5

High Expectations for All

Differentiated Teaching 
and Co-Teaching in a 
general education class 
make it easier for 
students with IEP* to be 
taught the same material 
as their classmates 

*Individualized Education Program



•S U I T A B I L I T Y  T O  U S E R S  
A N D  T H E I R  

E N V I R O N M E N T

•I N E X P E N S I V E  A N D  E A S Y  
T O  P U R C H A S E

•E A S Y - T O - U S E

Use and Application of Assistive 
Technology in Education



Category/Area of 
Function

Assistive Technology 
Applications

Need and Relevance in 
Classroom Reading

Reading E-books, Single word
scanners, Talking e-
devices/software, Speech 
software

For students having 
difficulty in reading, 
understanding written text 
and in paying attention to 
the reading

Writing Pen/Pencil grips, 
Templates, Word 
Processors, 
Spelling/Grammar checker

For students having 
problem in writing and 
composition

Math Calculators Talking clocks, 
Enlarged Worksheets, Sci-
Calculators, Voice output 
measuring devices

For students having 
computational problems 
and confusions and finding 
it difficult to perform well in 
Math

Vision Eye glasses, Magnifier, 
Screen Magnification, 
Screen Reader, Braille large 
print books, Audio lesson 
tapes, Audio Books

For students who have 
difficulty in seeing or lack 
complete vision



category/area of 
function

Assistive technology 
applications

need and relevance in 
classroom reading

Hearing Hearing aids, Pen and 
paper, Signaling devices

For students who have 
difficulty in hearing or are 
absolute hearing impaired

Computer Access Word prediction, 
Alternative keyboards,
Switches, Voice recognition 
software

For students finding it 
difficult to access the 
computer in its standard 
form and have difficulty in 
performing academic tasks

Augmentative/Alternative 
Communication

Communication Board, 
Device for speech synthesis 
for typing, Voice output 
device

For students having 
problems in comprehension 
of language and lacking the 
ability to express it 

Learning Disability and 
Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder 
(A.D.H.D.)

Talking e-devices, 
calculators, e-organizers, 
Highlighters, Post-its, 
Computers, Hand held 
scanners, tablets

Dyslexia, Dysgraphia, 
Dyscalculia, Dyspraxia



Connecting Families, Schools, and 
Communities 

 

Connecting Families, Schools, and Communities includes using 
multifaceted strategies to link these groups together. The purpose 
of this element is to increase and improve the quality of 
engagement among families, schools, and communities related to 
planning and implementing programs and activities that assist 
students. 

Family involvement in children’s education has a significant impact 
on children’s academic achievement across many domains of 
interest including better grades and test scores, better social skills, 
improved behavior, and graduation from high school. In addition, 
the positive involvement of community members in schools, as role 
models and mentors provides an additional layer of support and 
inspiration for students and teachers. 

One way to foster these relations is by creating meaningful 
assignments and projects that connect life at home to life at school 
and vice versa, encouraging fluid, connected, and pertinent 
student experiences. When planning such assignments and 
projects, consider the questions and ideas below. Whether you 
use them or simply consider them as building blocks, they could 
inspire your own amazing ideas. 

First, ask yourself three questions: 

1. How will the students benefit from this project? 
2. How will the parents benefit from this project? 
3. How will the teacher benefit from this project? 

Below are a few examples of projects and assignments that have 

potential to benefit all parties involved.  



Support Bonding Between Children and Caregivers 
at Home 
 

It's not uncommon for conversations between children and 
caregivers to be confined to "How was school today?"  

Providing an opportunity for children to have an in-depth 
conversation with adult caregivers could be powerful.  

One way to do this is through the use of interviews.  

Have children ask caregivers to share about their lives, perhaps 
about their best childhood friends or the first time they saw their 
children.  

Encourage students to ask caregivers about things they love or are 
scared of, earliest memories, or hopes for the future.  

In doing so, children are provided with an opportunity to connect 
with adult caregivers on a deeper level, as well practice 
interviewing, taking notes, and writing up results.  

When back in school, children can share findings, either in writing, 
through presentations, or both, further tapping into their literacy, as 
well as public speaking skills. 

  



Redefine Homework 
 

Homework is often seen as a solitary practice where students 
finish a few pages, read for a few minutes, and then get on with 
their life outside of school.  

However, homework could become more interactive between 
students and adults if the teacher scaffolds the experience for 
parents.  

Let them know exactly how you hope they'll be involved in their 
child's homework.  

This might be through an interactive notebook, calendar, or maybe 
even a web page.  

Also, provide tips for parents about how they can be helpful during 
homework time. 

  



Encourage Family Outings 

Create a list of historic sites, churches, and parks in your area. 
Almost every town has interesting places to visit that are free or 
very low cost.  

Share this list with children and caregivers as a way to encourage 
a family outing that is also a learning experience.  

You can ask families to share photos or just a few lines about what 
they liked or disliked about the site.  

The photographs and testimony could be saved in a book in the 
classroom or featured on a bulletin board so that students can 
share and learn from one another. 

  



Invite Parents to the Classroom 

Provide welcoming opportunities for parents to be involved in the 
classroom, where they can see what happens there and interact 
with children and teachers.  

There are various ways to involve parents.  

You can create a time in your classroom for "15-minute experts" 
where parents teach the children an interesting or useful skill -- 
cutting vegetables, changing a diaper, grooming a pet, folding 
towels, or any number of things. 

This activity has potential to reinforce students' listening skills.  

Teachers can also extend the activity by asking students to 
practice writing "how-tos." 

 Parents can also be invited as guest readers, sharing their favorite 
stories with the class.  

Sharing stories as a community has great potential to foster your 
students' appreciation for literacy. 

  



Teach Real-Life Lessons 

It's not uncommon for students to ask, "Why are we learning this? 
Why do I need to know this?"  

One way to make learning relevant is to build a connection 
between home and school by teaching "real-life" lessons that 
expose students to content which can be used to help them live 
healthy lives.  

An example of such a lesson entails finding out how many hours of 
sleep the children in your classroom need based on their age. 

 

Teach your students that getting enough sleep enables us to pay 
attention more easily, learn, and remember information. 

 Students can keep track of how much sleep they get through 
graphing, charting, or journaling.  

They can draw a connection between the variations in sleep to 
experiences in school. Results can be shared with parents in 
various ways, such as an interactive homework assignment or 
through the "positive phone call home". 

Such lessons not only establish a connection between home and 
school, but also serve as a step toward healthy living. 

Since effective education entails a partnership between home and 
school, we must creatively foster that partnership. This can be 
done through the projects and assignments described above, as 
well as many other ways 

 



INCLUSIVE 
EDUCATION IN 

GREECE
D R . VA S I L I K I M A L A M A , M A  O F  S P E C I A L  

E D U C AT I O N  &  P S Y C H O L O G Y  



3699/2008 LAW OF GREEK 
PARLIAMENT

Special education is considered the services which are provided to students 

with disabilities and special educational needs. The state of Greece is 

committed and obliged to provide for these students as a part of national 

and free educational plan for all, in all stages and age. It is states’ duty to 

ensure equal chances for inclusion, independent living, financial suffiency, 

autonomy and working opportunites. 



HIGHLIGHTS ON THE DEFINITION

• Disability over ability 

• Education is stated clearly. The whole body of the law is orientated towards education

• As far as diagnosis is concerned the law makes a favorable turn towards dynamic evaluation of 

students needs although practical the majority of them up to 2008 were static.

• Diferential diagnosis as a result of a team work consisted by all specialists interfered 



GOALS AND ORGANIZATION OF S.E IN 
GREECE

• Compulsory and free

• Ministry of education is obliged to built and support schools all over Greece.

• Services of diagnosis, IEP (Individual Educational Plan), programs implanted in and out of school, 

home schooling where it is needed are part of a service named KEDDY.

• One in the capital of each province – different specialists- evaluate the needs and abilities of 

each child in the educational process. Before that parents can refer to the health system of our 

country.



SPECIAL EDUCATION AIMS TO

• Create personalities and independent citizens

• Work as a support system in order to achieve inclusion in the general education stream.

• Include students with disabilities in all aspects of life

• Be accepted, understood, respected for what one can do.

• Accessibility

• Design for All



WHO ARE THE STUDENTS WITH 
DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL 

EDUCATIONAL NEEDS IN GREECE?
• Students with learning difficulties for one period of life or for their whole life due to sensory, 

cognitive, developmental, psychological, mental issues.

• Adjustment 

• Mental retardation

• Sensory disabilities (blindness, deafness)

• Kinetic disorders

• Health issues

• Speech disorders

• Learning Disabilities

• ADHD

• Autism

• Mental Disorders



WHO ARE THE STUDENTS WITH 
DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL 

EDUCATIONAL NEEDS IN GREECE?
• Cognitive and developmental disabilities

• Emotional disorders

• Delinquent behaviors

• Abused students

• Neglect students- students with a history of domestic violence

• GIFTED STUDENTS as well

• Caution: Students with low scores, bilingual, students 

coming from low income environments are not considered

as students with special educational needs



Κ.Ε.Δ.Δ.Υ (ΚΕΝΤΡΑ ΔΙΑΔΟΡΟΔΙΑΓΝΩΣΗΣ-
ΔΙΑΓΝΩΣΗΣ & ΥΠΟΣΤΗΡΙΞΗΣ)

• Diagnosis for students under the age of 22 , with their first evaluation under the age of 18.

• 5 specialists are forming a team. These are: 

1. Teacher with studies in S.E

2. Psychiatrist or pediatrician with equivalent studies  

3. Social worker

4. Psychologist

5. Speech therapist. 

On occasion an occupational therapist s contribution may be asked.



WHAT ΚΕΔΔΥ IS DOING?

• Detection of students with disabilities in the kindergarden.

• Design and implant programs of early intervention

• Choose the right educational setting for the students with disabilities.

• Support, counsel and educate the parents in their role as co-therapists.

• Support, counsel and educate the school personnel

• Decide on the technological arrangements and thing the student is in need of.

• Keep a  personal file for each student they have evaluated and keep up with his/her needs as 

they grow up and their needs are changing



• how students are participating in SATS and how they are being evaluated

• They are proposing how many and where schools for students with educational needs must be 

working

• Correspondence to the ministry of Education



SCHOOLING 



S P E A K I N G  W I T H  

NUMBERS…
• In the general classroom- the 

teacher must differentiate his/her 

teaching.

• Inclusive classroms

The first law where special education 

is a fact was back in 1981.

Teachers were educated on special 

education from 1954 and on. 

Nowdays universities are offering 

bachelors, masters and phds in special 

education.

1984 the first inclusive classrooms 

are formed 25 classrooms in Athens 

and Thessaloniki.

Greek laws are influenced by the 

anglon-saxon model

In the general classroom 

a second teacher with 

qualification in special 

education co-exists and 

supports mainly the 

student with disabilities



S P E A K I N G  I N  

DETAILS…

• Inclusive classroom

• Teachers with studies in special education.

• In general schools of all grades

• A student can not stay more than 15 hours
a week in i.c.

• More than 3 students

• No more than 12.

• Small group of students where they work on
their difficulties.

• In and out of the general classroom

• The general classroom with a student with
disabilities can have less students.

YEAR INCLUSIVE CLASSROOMS 

IN PRIMARY SCHOOL      

1984-85 25

1985-86 105

1986-87 141

1987-88 221

1988-89 285

1989-90 368

1990-91 460

1991-92 520

1992-93 602

1998-99 697

Πηγή:ΥΠΕΠΘ, Δ/νση Ειδικής Αγωγής (1994,1999). 



IN SCHOOL WITH ΕΔΕΑΥ…

• Once a week a social worker and a psychologist with the special education teacher are working in 

schools mainly with the students who haven’t yet had a formal diagnosis on the difficulties they are 

facing.

• They have meeting with the parents, teachers and small groups with the students and implent small 

term programs.

• Re- evaluation- referral to the equivalent services

• IEP

• Working, inside and outside of the classroom

• Meetings with parents

• Meetings with kindergartens and junior high schools of the area.



SPECIAL 
SCHOOLS



ELEMENTARY…

• Kindergardens and classrooms of early intervention up until 7 years of age.

• Elementary schools where students can stay up to their 14 years.

• Classrooms are divided the same way they are  in the general stream. 6 years – six classes

• On special occasions and after evaluation a student can stay up to 15 in elementary school.



JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL & HIGH 
SCHOOLS

• One year to adjust to the new environment

• Three more years to complete the syllabus

• Students who have graduated from special elementary schools they re enrolling automatically.

• Others can enroll after ΚΕΔΔΥ has suggested it.

• In junior high they can stay up to 19 years of age

• Highs schools are the same way. They can stay in school setting up until 23.



VOCATIONAL EDUCATION & 
STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

• Four types of schools

• Vocational junior high. Students there go for five years. The syllabus is divided in two. 

Academic and at the same time vocational

• Vocational high schools. Students go there for four years

• Vocational school. Graduates from vocational junior high can go there—leads to a different 

kind of vocational education- the academic part remains the same.

• Vocational School named EEEEK. 



EEEEK

• Students can go there from 5 to 8 years

• In order for a student to enroll there KΕΔΔΥ must make a reference

• A student can enroll to EEEEK not before 14 years of age and not after 16.

• In regions where there is not a school the enrollment can be done when the student is almost 

20 years of age.

• In order for the school to exist it needs five students with formal diagnosis.

• There is a whole program of transportation from their homes and back and all is free of 

charge for the parents.



PERSONNEL IN 
SPECIAL 

EDUCATION IN 
GREECE



WHO CAN WORK IN SPECIAL 
EDUCATION IN GREECE?

• Bachelors in education with a master’s degree in special education

• Bachelors in special education

• Psychologists with studies in education

• Speech therapists

• Psychiatrists

• Occupational therapists

• Social workers



BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS & 
PROBLEMS IN 

EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS
INTERVENTION- COUNSELLING- COMMON PRACTICES

DR. VASILIKI MALAMA, MA SPECIAL EDUCATION & PSYCHOLOGY

GREECE, APRIL 2018



BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS

• There is general agreement that BP refers to:

• Behavior that goes to an extreme - behavior that is not slightly different 
from the usual

• A problem that is chronic - one that does not quickly disappear

• Behavior that is unacceptable because of social or cultural expectations

• Different types of definitions:

• Operational

• professional

• administrative



DEFINITIONAL PROBLEMS

• Lack of precise definitions of mental health and normal behavior

• Differences among conceptual models

• Difficulties in measuring emotions and behavior

• Relationships between emotional or behavioral disorder and other 
disabilities

• Differences in the professionals who diagnose and serve children 
and youths



DEFINING BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS (I)
DSM-IV-V

• DSM- IV and V are accurate but difficult to work within school settings.

• Lack of information regarding the causes that lead a student to a behavioral 
disorder. 

• Different point of views among clinicians and teachers.

• Multi –cultural backgrounds and settings

• DSM-IV is the accepted guide to psychiatric diagnosis

• Many disorders show similar symptoms

• Some tend to occur together in the same child

• It may take years to reach an accurate diagnosis as symptoms change with time and 
development

(Sonuga- Barke, 1998)



DEFINING BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS (II)
ACHENBACH

• Easy to use in school settings

BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS

INTERNALIZING PROBLEMS                              EXTERNALIZING PROBLEMS

Achenbach & Rescorla, 2003



INTERNALIZING PROBLEMS

• They re referring to difficulties within the person
TYPES CHARACTERISTICS

Anxious/depressed Crying, excess fearing, restless, thinks he/she must 

be perfect, feeling unloved, unworthy, guilty, suicidal 

or talks about it

Withdrawn/depressed Lack of joy, prefers to be alone, doesn’t speak, 

secretive, shy, miserable, isolated, unwilling to 

participate to activities

Somatic complaints Nightmares,dizziness, pains of all kinds, nausea, eye-

pain, tiredness, skin irritations and complaints, 

constipation



EXTERNALIZING PROBLEMS

• Conflicts they are referring to the child’s social interaction and its 
ability to built and maintain relationships- ability to adjust.

types characteristics

Rule-breaking behavior Alchool use, smoking, drug-use,breaking rules, 

lying, deceiving, stealing, runaways, destroying, 

sexual problems, lack of remorse

Aggressive behavior Fights, agress others, cruel, demands attention, 

disruptive behaviors,irritated easily, bullying, 

cyberbullying



IN BETWEEN …

TYPES CHARACTERISTICS

Social problems Addiction, feeling lonely, not getting along with 

peers, being bullied, speech difficulties, feeling 

rejected, not being preferred by others, prefers 

to hang out with younger students

Thought problems Obsessive thoughts, self-injured, hearing 

voices, involuntary twich(tics),pinching, trouble 

sleeping etc.

Attention Problems Inattention, ADHD, impulsiveness



SIGNS OF POTENTIAL BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS

• Low self-concept

• Not good relationships with peers

• Inappropriate relationships to teachers, parents, and other 
authority figures

• Deficits in speech and language

• Deficits in basic motor skills

• Difficulties in auditory and visual perception



CRITERIA OF INTERVENTION FOR BEHAVIORAL 
PROBLEMS

• Deviating from the  average norm.

• How often the symptom occurs

• Co-existence of other symptoms.

• Low self- estime, guilt when the behavior occurs

• Emotional distress during or after the behavior emerges.

• The student can’t avoid behaving like that.

• Chances of getting arrested or fined for the behavior.

• The behavior insists over a long period of time.

• Safety 
Koliadis et.al.,2010



OBSERVATING BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS

• How often do they occur?

• Duration of the behavior

• Obervation and assessment  in a period of time and specific 
sectors of school life

• Observation and assessment in a long period of time as a 
holistic approach.

Zirpoli,2005



ASSESMENT OF BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS

• Curriculum based assessment- CBA / Present performance level, entering 
skills, conceptual/motivational errors, probes, inner- intra-student 
variability.

• Modification on techniques and ways to access the curriculum rather 
than the student himself/herself.

• Questionnaires

• Questionnares on parents and educators as well.

• It is important to collect data. Sometimes the problem is easy to solve.

• DSM-IV-V, ICD-10.

Koliadis et.al.,2010



DEALING WITH BEHAVIORAL 
PROBLLEMS IN CLASSROOM



BEHAVIORISM- TECHNIQUES

• Behavior therapy

• Behavior modification

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

both of them state that behavior is something someone can learn and 
unlearn. So when a student shows an unwanted behavior he can learn to 
behave the way we want if we follow a specific pattern and way.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Teach to unlearn

Teach to learn



STAGES ON THE WAY TO A GOOD BEHAVIOR

• Presentation- defining what the difficulty is

• Background information (family, caregivers, coleagues etc.)

• Analyzing the behavior 

• Finding what the student does best.

• Choosing from where to begin- importance- safety- trust.

• Setting short term and long term goals.

• Making an Individual Educational Plan



MAKING AN IEP…

IEP

• Support and cooperation with 

colleagues and family

• Changing the school setting and the 

classroom setting

• Short term goals

• Choosing reinforcers rewards

• How do I document the process

• Who is going to take part in it?

How to built the desired 

behavior

• Positive and negative 

reinforcement

• How to connect the 

behaviors in between

• Help and support

• Social skills

• Contract- praise-

rewards

How to reduce the unwanted 

behavior

Ignore

Indirect punishment by taking away 

rewards, getting away from the 

problematic situation

Solving the conflicts

Direct punishement

EVALUATE- REEVALUATE THROUGH THE PROCESS
Koliadis et.al.,2010



COGNITIVE TECHNIQUES ON MANAGING 
CHALLENGING BEAHVIORS

• Cognitive behavior therapy modification

• The teacher educates the student how to modify and overcome 

difficulties he has with his/her behavior.

• Research has shown the programs are highly effective in classrooms 

(Hughes,J. et.al.,1989)

• Self direction- self regulating (Meichenbaum,1974)

• How to deal with problematic thought situations. The student 

converts the negative interpretations he is making to positive ones or 

he interprets from another point of view

(Manning & Payne 1996)



Case study- self regulating at school

John is a fifth grader, 10 years old. He is 
diagnosed with a learning disability in 
reading. He feels lonely and rejected from 
peers. He has a strong belief that he doesn’t 
share anything in common with his 
classmates and that he doesn’t have anyone 
to confide in and turn to when he faces 
difficulties. He feels despair and unworthy.



ANALYZING THE BEHAVIOR

STIMULI SELF BELIEFS FEELINGS BEHAVIOR CONSEQUENCES



ANALYZING THE BEHAVIOR

STIMULI SELF BELIEFS FEELINGS BEHAVIOR CONSEQUENCES

Interactions with 

other students

Learning 

disability in 

reading

“I have nothing 

in common with 

the other 

students”

loneliness Withdrawal No friends- low 

self esteem 

Poor social skills “I have no one 

to turn to for 

help”

Emotional pain Excessive worry-

depression 



ANGER MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

• Novaco,1975

• Fiendler & Fremouw,1983; Fiendler, Marriot & 
Iwata,1984;Goldstein & Click, 1987; Goldstein,1999

• These programs and techniques are training students to react to 
difficult situations that cause them anxiety not through anger but 
through specific steps in order to deal with compulsiveness and 
outbursts.

• Successful with teens



GOLDSTEIN & GLICK,1987

• Modeling

The teacher describes and shows how tacniques of managing anger work 
and how they can be used.

• Role playing

Students are participating in role gaming practicing wht they have 
learned. Role playing in real-life situations. After that there is always a 
short time period feedback.

• Performance feedback

The teacher underlines the positive elements and suggest ideas or 
different solutions for the student to try

This can be done through movies as well.



HOW TO PREVENT CLASSROOMS FROM BEING 
TENSE.

• Once a week or through out the day, we can incorporate 
techniques and games that relax students and reset them for 
different subjects.

• Let’s try one…

• Keep in mind when you do that, your voice must stay steady, 
ignore all the unwanted behaviors students have because you re 
showing something new to them.

• Choose wisely the music

• You need a pillow.



HUMANISTIC APPROACH

• True learning exists when all personal traits are taking part in process.

• True goal of everybody =self –realization (Maslow- Gestalt)

• Humans are born with some characteristics but they can control their behavior 
and they are making choices along the way.

• Key is the student and not the teacher.

• Empathy means I am capable of understanding the emotions of another person 
as if I was in his/her shoes.

• Teacher is the one who facilitates learning.

• We learn better when we love what we do.

• I learn from you and with you

• Maslow, Rogers, Patterson, Brown, Gordon, Purkey



INSTRUCTIONS & GUIDELINES FOR TEACHERS

• Try to know and understand how you control the learning.

• Encourage the students to explore options- built a warm accepting 
atmosphere.

• Work as a helper, friend, explore different roles as a teacher.

• From time to time you can and must show your feelings. Be careful 
always underline the behavior that upsets you for example not the 
student.

• Use real life situations to teach

• Think outside the box

• Be a good example



CASE STUDY 1.

• Jason  is a student of second grade, 8 years old. He is the second 
child of a four member family. His family interacts with love and 
care to each other. At the start of this year he showed difficulty, 
in following the school schedule. When his parents brought him to 
school, he started complaining about physical pains, on his legs, 
chest and abdominal. From 8 o clock to 9 o clock daily he did not 
cooperate with teachers, friends or his family. From the first 
recess and afterwards he did not mention or show any difficulty in 
participating in school activities.

• His parents interpret the behavior as a result of a big fight he had 
at the end of the previous year with another student.



CASE STUDY 2.

George is a student of fourth grade. Last month he was absent from 
school with no apparent reason to do so. Many times within the day 
he is complaining in order for the school to call his parents to come 
and pick him up. Whenever he is in class, he is agitated, he doesn’t 
participate, he is anxious. The teacher in his meeting with the 
parents, understood that fights is a constant situation at George’s 
home. The student said he feels responsible for this situation.



CASE STUDY 3

Mathew is a first grader. From the first day in school, he found it 
difficult to stay put, to follow the school program and the rules 
inside the classroom. He could not focus, he didn’t listen. Often he 
used offensive language, he kicked, bite and tried to hurt himself 
and everyone else around him. Mathew is the third child of a family. 
He was diagnosed as a student with oppositional defiant disorder 
and psychotherapy was suggested for the student and the family. In 
school he was enrolled in inclusive classroom and was supported 
with a parallel educator as well.



Scratch for the Inclusive Classroom



Inclusive Classroom

• Pupils with and without disabilities learn together

• Co – teaching model for the inclusive classroom

– One teacher one observer

– One teacher one assistant

– Parallel teaching

– Alternative teaching

– Team Teaching

– Station Teaching

• We shall focus on differentiated Learning



What is Scratch?

• Free visual programming language 

• Project of the Lifelong Kindergarten Group at the MIT Media Lab

• Designed especially for ages 8 to 16, but is used by people of all ages

• An engaging tool for children of any learning style  

• It can promote cooperation

• Named after the technique used by disc jockeys to mix music clips and produce different 

sound effects by manipulating vinyl records on a turntable

• Scratch 2 is available online and as an application for 

– Windows

– MaCOS

– Linux (Adobe Air Required)

– Android as an apk file



Scratch in Education

• Scratch enables teachers to make:

– Educational games

– Simulations of Science experiments

– Animation stories for every school subject

• Cultivates pupils’ ability to:

– think creatively

– reason systematically

– work collaboratively

• Encourages 

– Sharing, reuse and combination of code

– Communication in a global community



Scratch for the Inclusive Classroom 
Scratch provides a friendly environment 
which:
• Helps pupils to easily adapt to their 

learning space
• Provides teachers with the ability to:

– easily program engaging 
applications for their pupils

– keep their classroom motivated by 
using 
• Sounds
• Animations
• Images
• Texts



Scratch Environment

Scripts Area  Here is where 
command blocks are put 

Types of commands

default sprite

new sprites

Costumes (different 
appearances of the same 
sprite) 

background

Sounds



Sprite Selection

• A sprite is  a small graphic that can execute commands

• One or more sprites can be:

– Drawn or 

– Introduced from:

• Scratch library

• A file

• The installed camera

• Every time we select a sprite, we check that its costumes have the 
form we need

• We also check that we have recorded or imported the sounds that 
the sprite is supposed to make

• We can also duplicate, cut or resize a selected sprite



Setting the background (backdrop)

• Click on Stage backdrop

• Select the backdrop tab

• A backdrop can be
– drawn

– added from Scratch library

– Imported from a file

• We can have more than one 
backdrops if a scene change 
is necessary in the 
application to be made 

• A backdrop can be modified



Exercise

• Choose the appropriate backdrop and 
sprite so that the screen of your 
application will look like this

• How could we then modify the 
backdrop in order to look like this?



Command blocks

• Various types of blocks associated with:

– Motion

– Looks

– Sound

– Pen

– Control blocks

• When a sprite is selected, all types of blocks are available

• When a backdrop is selected, neither motion nor pen blocks 
are available

• Do you notice any differences between command blocks that 
are referred to sprites and those referred to backdrops?  



Scratch Stage coordinates 

• The stage is 480 pixels wide and 360 pixels 
high

• Every point is defined by the x-y 
coordinates

• When we refer to a point where a sprite 
should move, we actually mean that its 
centre should reach that point

-240 240

180



Sprite Information

• We can click on the “i” on the top left 
hand corner of the sprite icon to check:
– The coordinates of its centre
– Its direction 
– Its rotation style
– If it is meant to be visible when the 

application starts

• Exercise: After choosing the appropriate 
rotation style, make the airplane flip 
horizontally and move to the point (0,0) 
in 2 seconds



Motion blocks

• A sprite can:

– Move a number of steps (pixels) in the specified 
direction 

– Point towards the mouse pointer or another sprite

– Immediately move to a point or glide within a 
specified time

– Change its coordinates

– Bounce on stage edges (mind the rotation style!)

• We can see how direction and the coordinates of a sprite change 
while it is moved by ticking the appropriate boxes



Exercise

Provide the appropriate blocks of commands so that the airplane:

– Points to the direction of 90o (right)

– Is initially located at (0,0)

– Moves to (50,50) in 2 seconds

– Moves 100 steps and then bounces horizontally

– Moves to (-82, -21) in 3 seconds



Pen Blocks

• A sprite can:

– Make drawings while it is moved 
(when the pen is down)

– Change its pen size or colour or shade 

– Copy itself while moving

• What is the result of the block of 
commands on the right?

• Can you spot a command in the group of 
control blocks that could help us avoid the 
repetition of the same commands?



Event Blocks

• They are followed by a set of 
blocks, which can be executed:

– After green flag click

– When one key is pressed

– When the user clicks on a sprite

– When the backdrop changes to 
the one specified

• Notice the difference between 
sprite and stage event blocks

• Exercise: Try the first 3 event blocks 
with the set of blocks from the 
previous slide



Looks and Sounds

• A sprite can:
– speak or think as in a comic book
– Disappear and appear
– Change colour, size or costume
– Make the backdrop change

• A backdrop can:
– Change costume or colour

• Sprites and backdrops can:
– Produce the sounds of instruments
– Play an imported or recorded sound

– Change volume and tempo of the 
sound



Exercise

• Draw 3 sprites:

– A red circle

– A green square

– A brown triangle

• The sprites will be initially put (go 
command block) on the left side of the 
screen

• When someone clicks on a sprite,

– A “cloud” will appear saying its shape 
and its color as in a comic book text

– A recorded voice will repeat the above 

– It will glide in a second to the right 
side of the screen 



Rest Command Blocks 

• We shall not use any blocks that are associated with:

– Control functions (except the ones that perform a specified 
number of repetitions)

– Sensing 

– Operators (numerical, logical or comparison)

– The programming of custom blocks

• You can email any questions about the material that we did 
not have the time to cover (ilipapadop@sch.gr)



Scratch Applications Examples
• Click and Learn

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/391633/ 

• What I do

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/1947521/

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/391633/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/1947521/


A Little Project for the inclusive classroom…

• You will need the following sprites:

– The letters A, B, C, D, an apple, a butterfly, a cat, a dog 
and an “END” button (when the application starts the 
visible sprites will be the letters and “END” 

– You can place them on any part of the screen by 
choosing a specific point and including the command “go 
to x … y ...”

• When letter A is clicked 

1. The letter will say “apple” (in a cloud) for 3 seconds

2. A recorded sound “apple” will be played 

3. An apple will appear

4. The apple will disappear after 5 seconds

• A similar process will be followed when the other letters are 
clicked

• When “END” is clicked the sound “End of the game” will be 
played



We hope this was a useful session 

Please, try to apply your new experience on Scratch 

and provide your feedback!

Thank you!



Adapting Classroom Environments for Young Children 

with Special Needs 

As a teacher, you know how important it is to plan teaching strategies and 

activities that match young children’s developmental needs and 

characteristics. Children with learning disability, speech or language 

disorder, hearing or visual impairment, physical disability, autism 

spectrum disorder (ASD), Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) 

or other type of impairment may need special accommodations or 

modifications in the classroom.  

One of the best ways you can support children with special needs is by 

changing the classroom environment to increase children’s participation 

in activities. Accommodating and modifying your classroom can help 

children be successful learners and be an active participant in classroom 

activities, but remember that deciding which accommodations you should 

use will be mostly dependent on the individual child and you teaching 

objectives 

 

Please offer some examples of ways you can adapt your classroom 

environment for young children with special needs: 

 

1 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

2 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 

  



3 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

4 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

5 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

6 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

7 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

8 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

 



High Expectations for All 

Growth only comes from experience and opportunities 

If somebody does not get any opportunity he cannot 

learn and grow 

He can also not show his qualities 

 

 

1. What are the most important things that people 

with learning difficulties and their families need to 

learn within the next 5 years? 

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________ 

 

2. What are the most important things for our 

community to learn within the next 5 years? 

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________



__________________________________________

__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

 

3. Who is not involved in this process? 

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________ 

 

4. What is the risk we take in learning these things? 

What do we lose? 

What do we not need anymore? 

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 









 

 
13 Efstathiou Karelia str. 
Kalamata, 24131 
+30 27210 95346 
info@areadne.eu 

Teach mathematics 
with traditional games 
April 2018 

http://math-games.eu/ 
The "Math-GAMES" is an Erasmus+ KA2 project which produces a compendium and a 

guidebook in 9 languages to help educators to teach mathematics via traditional games.  

The material is available online at: 

http://www.vmsmedien.de/mathgames/index.php/en/about-the-project-12 

The math-games project explains how traditional 

games could be implemented in your learning program 

for a better understanding of mathematics, especially 

for lower skilled people, for young people, for special 

needs students and for immigrants.  

The produced books are available in ten languages 

(BG, DE, EN, ES, FR, GR, IT, RO, VA, TR). 

The authors of the material hope now that the users 

will have much joy in playing the games, because joy 

helps you to learn. In addition, the authors hope to 

make a contribution that more people can apply basic 

mathematical content through this material. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.vmsmedien.de/mathgames/index.php/en/about-the-project-12

